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Wirelles Nurse Call System

Nurse Call Panel 
It is the unit that allows calls made from call units to be viewed and monitored 
from the nurse’s desk. It can display simultaneously calls from 5 different 
addresses in an audiovisual way. Each display line has 4 digits. Communicates 
wirelessly with the call buttons.

Bedhead Call Unit 
It is the battery operated unit mounted at the patient’s bed allowing him to call 
the nurse in case of emergency situation.

It ends a low battery warning to the nurse call panel when the battery is weak. 
When the call is made, it is confirmed by the led on the button. The button id 
can be changed from the panel as wanted. Communicates wirelessly with the 
call panel.

Handset Call Unit
It is a device connected to the bedhead call unit that the patient can use to call 
the nurse in case he could not reach the bedhead unit. When the call is made, 
it is confirmed by the led on the button.

WC /Bathroom Call Unit 
It is a battery operated corded unit that sends emergency call information 
when the cord handle is pulled. When the battery is weak, it sends low battery 
warning to the call panel. When the call is made, it is confirmed by the led 
on the button. The button id can be changed from the panel as wanted. 
Communicates wirelessly with the call panel.

Door Warning Lamp 
It is a warning lamp mounted over the room’s door which can lights up with  
4 different colors according to the call situation made from the patient’s room.

Wireless Transmitter
It is used to strengthen the call signal in cases that call signals could not reach 
the panel due to physical reasons.

RF Receiver 
It used for reporting made calls at the central server.

Pager Call Device
Mobile device to reach personnel in emergency code situations.

Pager Transmitter
Signaling devices used in case of emergency code calls to reach pager devices.
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